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Abstract
There is a clear trend in the food international market towards 

labelling products with information about their composition and 
quality. Due to the increase in international trade in seafood and 
seafood products, authentication has become a necessity. There is a 
need for suitable methods of identification to ensure compliance with 
the labelling regulations and thereby to prevent the substitution of 
fish species.
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Introduction
Consumers require clear and accurate information to make 

informed choices about their diet and the foods they buy. Their 
choice might also reflect lifestyle or religious concerns (preference 
for organic products for vegetarian, absence of pork for Jews and 
Muslims), or health concerns (e.g. absence of peanuts, lactose 
or gluten for individuals with particular allergies). Therefore, 
the description and/or labeling of food must be honest and 
accurate, particularly if the food has been processed and unable 
to distinguish one ingredient from another. The information 
that must be given is enshrined in the laws of most developed 
countries so that the food supplied must be exactly as in its label. 
In other words, the food must be authentic and not misdescribed. 

According to the Ministry of Agriculture Food and Fisheries 
(MAFF), UK, [1] food can be misdescribed by several ways, 
include:

(i) Abstraction or omission of valuable constituents; 

(ii) Extending or adulteration of food with a base ingredient; 

(iii) The non-declaration of processes and 

(iv) Over-declaring a quantitative ingredient or substitution 
by undeclared components. 

In 1962, the Codex Alimentarius Commission was established 
for implementation of the joint Food and Agriculture Organization 
of the United Nations and the World Health Organisation (FAO/
WHO) standards programme. The aims of Codex Alimentarius 

include protecting the health of the consumer, ensuring fair 
practices in the food trade, coordination of all food standard 
work, publishing regional and world standards, recommending 
international standards for individual foods and making provision 
with respect to food hygiene, contaminants, additives, labelling 
and so on. The Codex recommendations are often used by bodies 
like the European Union (EU) to formulate their standards [2].

According to the United States Department of Agriculture 
(USDA), food is considered adulterated when the food article: 
consists of any filthy, putrid, decomposed or diseased animal 
or vegetable material; is insect infested or unfit to human 
consumption; is prepared, packed or stored under insanitary 
conditions, contains any poisonous ingredients; has been 
substituted by any inferior or cheaper substance; has had any 
constituent abstracted; is packed in a container of any poisonous 
or deleterious substance; has any unpermitted additive present 
in an amount exceeding the prescribed limit; consist of a quality 
falling below the prescribed standard; or is not as purported or 
claimed [3].

It has become a challenging task to identify the species 
origin of meat and fish, especially in processed meat products. 
Furthermore, the identification of animal species is one of the 
areas of major concern for food hygiene laboratories. It is also 
of considerable importance in forensic medicine and in the 
quality control of animal products. According to the Minister of 
International Trade and Industry, the Malaysian Government is 
committed to make Malaysia the Hub of Halal Food. Food quality 
and safety has been strongly improved by the EU legislation 
(178/2002) on food traceability, which came into force in 
January 2005.

Methods of food analysis have taken advantage of the rapid 
development of DNA fingerprinting techniques. DNA based 
techniques have the advantage that one does not need a standard 
for each tissue because all the cells in an individual have the 
same DNA. DNA based techniques like FINS (Forensically 
Informative Nucleotide Sequencing), RFLP (Restriction Fragment 
Length Polymorphism), SSCP (Single-Strand Conformational 
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Polymorphism), Random Amplified Polymorphic DNA (RAPD) 
and LP-RAPD (Long-Primer Random Amplified Polymorphic 
DNA) and AFLP (Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphism) all 
can contribute to the establishment of methods for authentication 
[4] (Table 1). Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) and 
Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism (RFLP) are two 
approaches using Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) (Table 
1), which have proven to be very useful. Meyer et al. 1994 [5] 
described the use of the RFLP technique for the detection of pork 
in cooked meat products. In this instance the RFLP detected was 
in the gene encoding cyt b. 

Today, the use of the cyt b gene is nearly universal for 
determining the species of animals, birds and fish in raw 
and processed food products. The cyt b gene is located on 
mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) and thus has two advantages [6]. 
The mtDNA is present in multiple copies compared to nucleus 
DNA (nDNA) in every cell thus making its detection easier and 
the mitochondria are likely to remain intact during processing, 
thereby, minimizing DNA degradation.

Species Identification of Raw and Processed Fish and 
Meat

Consumers have become more demanding in the choice of 
foodstuff to avoid commercial frauds or for health issues as for 
example allergies towards specific components or ingredients 
[7]. Problems of authentication call for the availability of reliable 
and rapid methods to assess the hygienic quality of food and to 
identify food components in meat or fish-based foods. Species 
identification is important for the implementation of the labeling 
regulations as set by many countries [8,9]. Food labeling 
regulations require that the species of meat in meat products 
to be accurately declared to the consumer [10]. It is vital for 
preventing possible commercial frauds and guaranteeing the 
quality and the safety of meat [11]. It is very important to assess 
that species of high commercial value are not sold, partially or 
entirely substituted with other species of lower commercial 
value [7].

Identification of species in food is becoming a very important 
issue concerning the assessment of food composition, which is 
necessary to provide consumers accurate information about the 
products they purchase [12]. There is a need for a new analytical 
technique, which is sensitive and inexpensive to discriminate 

the origin of species in minced pork and beef [13]. Beef has been 
always adulterated with low-cost meat such as pork.

Identification of processed food is necessary as the customer 
has the right to be informed about products being bought and 
consumed [14]. Law requires that products should be labeled 
with official names, thus creating a foundation for discouraging 
fraud. Regulation by the EC legislation (178/2002) on food 
traceability [15] requires all stakeholders within the food supply 
chain must be able to identify the source of all raw materials. 
There is, therefore, a need for rapid methods for determining the 
species origin of a biological sample.

Determination of genetic relationships among closely related 
species is important in animal breeding program [16]. Cattle (Bos 
indicus), buffalo (Bubalus bubalis), goat (Capra hircus) and sheep 
(Ovis aries) belong to a single family Bovidae, order Artiodactyla. 
They are thought to have originated from a single ancestral 
species and are closely related. However, information on the 
extent of genetic relationships and diversities at the molecular 
level in these species is not yet available. 

The quantitative detection of meat and fish species in mixed 
samples has been approached using High-Performance Liquid 
Chromatography (HPLC) [17]. The HPLC method has proven to be 
useful for the identification of many different animal species, but 
the detection limits are restrictive [17]. The detection of Nuclear 
DNA (nDNA) sequences has also been useful in this regard, but it 
is limited as a result of their generally low copy number [5]. 

Attempts to identify beef from meat of other species of 
animals using various serological and immunological methods 
have been made by several research workers [18,19]. The 
myoglobin band has also been used to verify the raw meat 
[20]. Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA) has been 
successfully applied in identifying fish species [21,22]. Several 
electrophoretic techniques are also now available for species 
identification, including Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate–Polyacrylamide 
Gel Electrophoresis (SDS–PAGE) [23] native or urea-Isoelectric 
Focusing Electrophoresis (IEF) [23-25] and Two-Dimensional 
Electrophoresis (2-DE) [26]. Protein electrophoretic techniques 
however, not reliable for resolving mixtures of meat species in 
highly processed meat products because the protein profiles of a 
single species produces a complex banding pattern, which often 
overlap the species-specific bands [10]. Species differentiation of 
meat products of closely related species is a difficult task even 
when raw meat is considered [27]. Recently, DNA rather than 
protein has been exploited for species identification due to its 
stability at high temperatures and its structure being conserved 
within all tissues of an individual. This has resulted in the 
development of species-specific DNA probes [28], polymerase 
chain reaction (PCR) assays [5], Random Amplified Polymorphic 
DNA (RAPD) and polymerase chain reaction - restriction fragment 
length polymorphism (PCR-RFLP) [29].

In livestock animals, DNA markers have been used for 
pedigree registration, individual identification, parentage test 
and removal of carrier individuals with genetic diseases [11]. 
Molecular DNA markers have become essential tools for the 

Table 1: Methods of food analysis.
Food analysis 
technique
FINS forensically informative nucleotide sequencing

SSCP single-strand conformational polymorphism

 RAPD Random Amplified Polymorphic DNA

LP-RAPD long-primer random amplified polymorphic DNA

AFLP amplified fragment length polymorphism

 SNPs Single nucleotide polymorphisms

 RFLP Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism
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identification of marine species [30,31]. DNA is a relatively stable 
molecule, which is much better able to withstand heat processing 
even though it will be in fragmented form. After autoclaving, the 
average size of DNA fragments has been shown to be 300–400 
base pairs (bp) [5,27]. DNA techniques, based on PCR, coupled 
to Single Strand Conformational Polymorphism Analysis(SSCP) 
[32] and RFLP [33] or oligonucleotide probe hybridization 
assays [34] have been shown to be successful with cooked meats 
but are cumbersome, technically difficult and time consuming. 
Hybridization of DNA extracted from meat to probes recognizing 
the species-specific satellite repeats can be used to discriminate 
related species, e.g. sheep versus cattle; chicken versus turkey 
[34].

Reports have been published which have focused on the 
use of species-specific primers [35,36]. However, these reports 
have not simplified or increased the speed of analysis for the 
differentiation of chicken and turkey. Recently, a multiplex 
PCR technique was developed for the identification of meat of 
domesticated animals such as cow, sheep and goat [37].

Unseld et al. 1995 [38] have amplified the mitochondrial 
cyt b gene and then the PCR products were studied by RFLP 
analysis. PCR-RFLP analysis of mtDNA [14] is used to identify 
the species origin of meat samples. Zhang et al. (2006) [39] have 
developed a PCR-RFLP method to distinguish species of red 
snappers among commercial salted fish products by amplifying 
mitochondrial 12S rRNA gene. They successfully discriminated 
the red snappers Lutjanus sanguineus, Lutjanus erythopterus 
from Lutjanus argentimaculatus, Lutjanus malabaricus and other 
morphologically similar fishes such as Lethrinus lutjanus and 
Pinjalo pinjalo.

An accurately labeled food product is always authentic. A 
number of papers describing the exploitation to authenticate 
food components [4] have been published. The adulteration of 
meats and meat products by the addition of low cost meats from 
different species has been reported in USA, England, Australia 
and Italy. Mortara goose salami, a typical product of the Lomellina 
zone (Italy), has to be protected because it is often substituted 
with lesser quality ones; typical frauds are duck (Cairina 
moschata), chicken (Gallus gallus), turkey (Meleagris gallopavo), 
goose (Anser anser), pork (Sus scrofa), duck (Anas plathyrhincos) 
meat or skin for the content or for the envelope [40]. Obviously 
this practice serves economic purposes [41]. Therefore, suitable 
methods are needed in order to detect this practice.

In the early 1990s, inexpensive beef was imported to Japan. 
As a consequence, the cheap meat competed with Holstein beef 
in the Japan market. In order to compete, Japan-based beef 
producers worked to create a first filial hybrid (F1) which is a 
cross of Japanese Black bulls with Holstein cows. FI beef was 
misbranded as Japanese Black beef, since the two breeds cannot 
be easily distinguished by appearance [11]. In China, there are 
many laws to protect the Chinese water deer (Hydropotes inermis 
Swinhoe), the Chinese muntjac (Muntiacus reevesi reevesi Ogilby), 
the black muntjac (Muntiacus crinifrons Sclater) and the muping 
tufted deer (Elaphodus cephalophus michianus) Swinhoe deer 
from illegal trade and poachers [42]. 

The price of Chinese alligator meat is very high, currently 
in excess of US 120 Dollars/kg [43]. Legal commercial products 
from farmed Chinese alligator’s meat have appeared in the 
Chinese market. It is important to develop an effective method to 
identify the Chinese alligator meat to prevent the development of 
illegal trade of Chinese alligators and the hunting [43].

Implication of Adulteration

Adulteration may expose sensitive individuals who may have 
specific food allergies to allergens [44]. The necessity to identify 
different species in foodstuff is an important aspect to consider 
when allergic problems towards specific species are taken into 
account [7].

The risk associated with infectious transmissible spongiform 
encephalopathy in humans has discouraged many individuals 
around the globe from consuming beef [17]. The practice of 
utilizing ruminant carcasses in animal feed for livestock is 
responsible for the spread of Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy 
(BSE), commonly known as mad cow disease, to epidemic 
proportions [45]. As a result, the need for sensitive detection 
of ruminant species remains in animal feed is a paramount 
agricultural issue [17].

Serious food poisoning incidents due to ingestion of toxic 
puffer fish or toxic dried dressed fish fillets have occasionally 
occurred in Taiwan [46,47]. Lagocephalus gloveri is the nontoxic 
puffer fish whose muscle contains no tetrodotoxin (TTX). 
The muscles of Lagocephalus lunaris and Takifugu oblongus 
accumulate lethal levels of TTX. Therefore Lagocephalus gloveri 
is widely used than Lagocephalus lunaris or Takifugu oblongus 
for the preparation of dried dressed fish fillets. It is because of 
morphological similarities between Lagocephalus lunaris and 
Lagocephalus gloveri that both the manufacturers and consumers 
would identify the species ambiguously. Additionally, Takifugu 
oblongus, one of the toxic puffer fish in Taiwan, is often abused 
as the material for the preparation of the dried dressed fish fillet 
[48].

Mitochondria
The mitochondria, plural for mitochondrion, (Greek: mitos, 

thread + chondros, granule) are small membrane-bound 
organelles that produce most of the energy in cells of oxygen 
respiring organisms. Mitochondria are currently used for the 
identification of meat species in food [29,36,37,49-51] and animal 
feedstuffs [52,53]. Cattle and bison differentiation with mtDNA 
have been described for the purpose of wildlife conservation 
[54,55].

The advantage of mitochondrial-based DNA analyses derives 
from the fact that there are many mitochondria per cell and 
many mtDNA molecules within each mitochondrion, making 
mtDNA a naturally amplified source of genetic variation [37]. 
Recently, PCR-based methods using multicopy nDNA sequences 
such as satellite DNA and repetitive elements [56] have been 
introduced. Since the work of Kocher et al. 1989 [57], the use 
of mitochondrial genes and in particular the cyt b gene for meat 
species identification has been nearly universal [37,58]. 
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It is known that individual copy number per cell of ribosomal 
RNA (rRNA) and mtDNA region are significantly higher than 
genomic DNA [59,60]. This information can be used to estimate 
the postmortem interval and may provide information about 
the place of decease itself [59]. The cyt b locus has been well 
characterized among different vertebrate groups [61,62]. Studies 
have revealed that the level of cyt b gene sequence variation 
is suitable for addressing general questions on inter-specific 
diversity [14].

Mitochondrial DNA

The mtDNA is generally 16-17 kb in size. MtDNA is a closed 
double-stranded (called Heavy-strand and L-strand) circle. As all 
cells possess only one nucleus but several hundred or thousand 
mitochondria, mtDNA is present in great excess over nuclear 
DNA in most cells [63]. 

MtDNA mutates occasionally and they also have a very high 
mutation rate, in the order of 10- to 17-fold higher than that 
of nDNA genes. Mutated mtDNA creates a mixed intracellular 
population of mutant and normal molecules which known 
as heteroplasmy. The dividing heteroplasmic cell randomly 
partitioned the mtDNA into the daughter cells. As times goes on, 
the percentage of mutant mtDNA in different cell lineages can 
drift toward pure mutant or normal (homoplasmy). This process 
is known as replicative segregation [64].

The mitochondrial genome is one of the best studied of all 
types of DNA [65]. In general, animal mtDNA is a small, circular 
molecule, with a high evolutionary rate and a much conserved 
gene order and content [66]. One of the characteristics of 
mtDNA is a mix of conserved regions and others showing a high 
substitution rate. 

Mitochondrial genes have been used in studies ranging from 
phylogeny reconstruction and gene evolution to intraspecific 
phylogeography and gene flow [67,68]. MtDNA has some 
advantages over nDNA which has also been used to resolve 
evolutionary relationships among closely related species of the 
Thunnus genus [69,70]. MtDNA evolves faster than nDNA [71], 
probably due to inefficient replication repair. Different regions of 
the mitochondrial genome evolve at different rates [72] allowing 
suitable regions to be chosen for the question under study. 

Some parts of the gene are more conserved than others due to 
functional restrictions [73]. Most of the variable positions seem to 
be located within the coding regions for transmembrane domains 
or for the amino- and carboxy-terminal ends [62]. MtDNA is 
maternally inherited in most species and does not recombine 
[74]. Individuals are usually homoplasmic for one mitochondrial 
haplotype. This means that each molecule as a whole usually has 
a single genealogical history through maternal lineages.

Whether the mtDNA can be considered a strictly neutral 
marker has been controversial [75]. Ballard and Kreitman 1995 
[76] pointed out in their review that selection on any part of 
the mtDNA has an influence on polymorphism in the whole 
molecule in the population because, the lack of recombination 
makes mitochondrial genomes particularly susceptible to 

genetic hitchhiking. The heterogeneous substitution rates among 
lineages and the relative excess of replacement polymorphism 
also support the idea that selection has a role in mtDNA 
polymorphism. 

In any case, as mtDNA exhibits a certain degree of 
intraspecific variability, one should always be careful when 
studying differences among organisms based on single base 
polymorphisms [77]. Terol et al. 2002 [78] reported the analysis 
of partial sequence of the mitochondrial cyt b gene to identify 
three tuna species. Those polymorphic sites of these sequences 
that did not present intraspecific variation were given a 
diagnostic value [78].

MtDNA analysis can be performed when the quantity and 
quality of DNA are insufficient for nDNA analysis or when 
DNA analysis through a maternal lineage is required. Analysis 
of mtDNA seems to have more advantages as compared with 
genomic DNA. MtDNA evolves much faster than nuclear 
and presents more sequence diversity, thus facilitating the 
identification of closely related species [58]. Moreover, while 
the required amount of tissue for mtDNA based analysis is very 
small, due to the high copy number of the mitochondrial genome.  
Techniques based on the analysis of nucleic acids such as mtDNA 
or nDNA present advantages over protein-based techniques as 
they are not dependent on tissue source, age of the individual or/
and sample damage[58] . 

Cyt b is perhaps the best studied of all mitochondrial genes, 
particularly for fishes [79]. The gene has both conserved and 
variable regions, and has proven to be useful for investigating 
relationships of both closely and distantly related species.  
Studies of cyt b sequence variation have shown this region 
to be well adapted for studying evolutionary relationships in 
Actinopterygian fishes [79]. Cyt b of respiratory chain is found 
only in the mitochondria of higher animals and plants [80] and 
cyt b is the only one encoded by the mitochondrial genome 
[62] among the 9-10 proteins that make up complex III of the 
mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation system [61]. However, 
nuclear pseudogenes could be potentially significant source of 
artifacts [29].

The cyt b gene is the most widely used gene for phylogenetic 
work for several reasons. Although it evolves slowly in terms of 
non-synonymous substitutions, the rate of evolution in silent 
positions is relatively fast [62]. The wide use of cyt b has created a 
status as a universal metric, in the sense that studies can be easily 
compared. Cyt b is thought to be variable enough for population 
level questions, and conserved enough for clarifying deeper 
phylogenetic relationships. However, the cyt b gene is under 
strong evolutionary constraints anyhow to be the best choice for 
resolving relatively recent evolutionary history.

Rate of mtDNA Evolution

Studies using restriction enzymes indicate that mtDNA 
generally evolves at elevated rates (5-10 times faster) compared 
to single copy nuclear gene [71]. These findings were confirmed 
by actual sequences, after the development of the DNA 
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sequencing techniques [71]. The faster mtDNA evolution is due 
to a higher frequency point and length mutation. The rate of 
silent substitution, mainly transitions, is about 4-6 times that of 
replacement substitution. 

Several reasons for mtDNA evolution have been suggested e.g. 
mtDNA polymerase might not be present therefore mitochondria 
might lack an efficient system for the removal of pyrimidine 
dimers. Furthermore, greater exposure of mtDNA to oxidizing 
agents like radicals and superoxide might cause a higher 
mutation rate. A more error-prone DNA replication system, lack 
of editing, the high turnover of mtDNA have all been implicated as 
partly responsible for high rate of evolution of mtDNA [71]. They 
do not code for proteins involved in translation, replication or 
transcription [81]. Nevertheless, DNA repair enzymes (e.g. uracil-
DNA glycosylase and AP endonuclease) have been identified in 
mammalian mitochondrial systems [82]. 

Each mitochondrial protein-coding gene has its own particular 
rate of evolution depending on factors such as functional 
constraints on the gene product and base compositional biases 
[83]. The gene coding for the subunits of Cytochrome Oxidase 
(CO) genes and cyt b genes are the more conserved genes, and 
the most variable ones are the NADH dehydrogenase subunit 
2 (ND2) genes and Adenosine Triphosphatase (ATPase) genes 
[84,85]. Despite the fast rate of mtDNA evolution some genes 
may be highly conserved; there may be a low ceiling for the total 
divergence, which is partly due to nucleotide base compositional 
biases and strong functional constraints [83].

Restriction Enzymes
Restriction endonucleases occur ubiquitously among 

prokaryotic organisms [86,87]. Their principal biological 
function is the protection of the host genome against foreign 
DNA, in particular bacteriophage DNA [88]. Other functions are 
still being discussed, such as an involvement in recombination 
and transposition [89-92]. In addition, there is evidence that the 
genes for restriction and modification enzymes may act together 
as selfish elements [93]. 

Types of restriction enzymes
Three types of restriction modification RM (type I, II and III) 

have been found and were classified according to their subunit 
composition, cofactor requirement and mode of action [94]. 
The majority of all restriction endonucleases are homodimeric 
type II restriction endonucleases that recognize short 
(4–8 bp) palindromic DNA sequences [95]. Type II restriction 
endonucleases have been of great value to research because most 
of them cut within the recognition sequence, making cleavage 
absolutely sequence specific [96]. The type II sequence-specific 
endonucleases are the most widely used ones in molecular 
biology [97].

Restriction Enzyme Cleavage
The interaction of restriction enzyme with DNA is complex 

due to the large size of DNA. The restriction endonuclease binds 
to the macromolecular DNA, which is followed by random 

walking on the DNA. The nucleotide sequence is recognized 
primarily from the major groove, and many of these enzymes 
contact every single hydrogen-bonding function on the bases that 
are accessible from the major groove [98]. 

The catalysis of phosphodiester bond cleavage by restriction 

endonucleases can be considered as activation of the catalytic 

centers by the positioning of the divalent metal ion cofactors and 
the water molecule with the phosphodiester bond to be cleaved. 
After phosphodiester bond cleavage in both strands the product is 
released. The nicked DNA then exists only as a transient enzyme-
bound intermediate, and the initial product liberated from the 
enzyme is the DNA cleaved in both strands [99]. 

Restriction endonucleases have a remarkable specificity that 
a single base change can reduce their activity by million fold. 
The degree of specificity is very important to prevent accidental 
cleavage of other sites of DNA sequence [95].

Principles of the PCR Method as Applied to Species 
Identification

PCR is an in vitro technique used to amplify the number of 
copies of a specific region of DNA which lies between two regions 
of known sequence. PCR makes a huge number of copies of a 
gene. This is done on an automated PCR thermal cycler or PCR 
machine. The PCR thermal cycler rapidly heats and cools the PCR 
reaction mixture [100]. 

There are three stages in PCR known as denaturation, 
annealing and extension. In the denaturation PCR step, the double 
strand melts to single stranded DNA. The DNA complimentary 
strands are heated to above 90°C at the denaturation step to 
separate the two strand of the template DNA.  In the annealing 
step, the temperature is lowered to the optimal annealing 
temperature where the primers bind to the single strand 
created in the previous PCR step. The temperature of this stage 
depends on the primers and is usually 5°C below their melting 
temperature. In the PCR extension step, the mixture is heated up 
again to an optimum temperature, 72°C for the DNA polymerase 
enzyme. The enzyme adds bases to the primers segments to 
build up complementary strands of DNA identical to the original 
molecule. The PCR polymerase adds dNTP’s from 5’ to 3’, reading 
the template from 3’ to 5’ side, to make two double stranded 
molecules. These PCR steps are repeated for around 30 or 40 
cycles [100].

Species identification in foods of animal origin is an important 
subject in the field of modern food control and new analytical 
techniques have been developed: several authors have adopted 
the PCR to identify species in meats [12,28,29,37,40,44,101-
105]. PCR technology has also been applied to the detection of 
commercial fraud in food products, namely truffle species in cans 
[106] and “Mortara” goose salami [40]. 

In the field of conservation biology, the molecular genetics 
diagnosis for the protected species and the interrelated 
commercial products proved to be greatly promising [107-109]. 
As a molecular diagnostic tool, PCR has been applied to tissues 
[27,110]. Each type of sample has inherent and unique difficulties 
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for adequate sample preparation. Common procedures involve 
cell lysis to release DNA (and often host DNA as well); DNA clean-
up, usually by phenol extraction and concentration by alcohol 
precipitation of the DNA [44] or with commercial kits [40], 
followed by resuspension of elution in a minimal volume. 

Different PCR-based techniques, such as restriction fragment 
length polymorphism (RFLP), amplified fragment length 
polymorphism (AFLP), random amplification of polymorphic 
DNA (RAPD), PCR fingerprinting, quantitative competitive (QC) 
PCR, multiplex haplotype-specific PCR and nested primer PCR, 
have been adapted to the identification of species[16,111-113], 
which may be simpler and more efficient than the serological 
test. In particular, because of its speed, reproducibility, high 
sensitivity, and specificity, diagnostic PCR has been used in 
laboratories for the identification of animal species[112].

PCR-based methods using microsatellite [56] have 
been introduced recently. Microsatellites tend to be evenly 
distributed in the genome on all chromosomes and all regions 
of the chromosome. They have been found inside gene coding 
regions [114], introns, and in the non-gene sequences. Most 
microsatellite loci are relatively small, ranging from a few to a 
few hundred repeats. The relatively small size of microsatellite 
loci is important for PCR-facilitated genotyping. Generally 
speaking, microsatellites containing a larger number of repeats 
are more polymorphic, though polymorphism has been observed 
in microsatellites with as few as five repeats [115]. In a few fish 
species, Balloux and Lugon-Moulin 2002 [116] have observed 
alleles with very large differences in repeat numbers, predictive 
of an infinite allele model.

PCR analysis of species-specific mtDNA sequences is the 
most common method currently used for identification of meat 
species in food [29,36,37,49-51] and animal feedstuffs [52,53]. 
PCR has the potential to meet the need for better diagnostic 
tools. It is highly sensitive, very specific, inexpensive, and easily 
adapted to high volume demands [14,117]. The process is rapid, 
simple, and requires little manual labor [29,118]. Since PCR was 
first introduced in 1987 [100]researchers have made excellent 
progress in developing quality PCR-based tests for species 
identification.

Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism (RFLP) 

Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism (RFLP) Markers 
[119] were regarded as the first shot in the genome revolution 
[120]. Is a technique that exploits variations in homologous 
DNA sequences? Traditionally, fragments were separated using 
Southern blot analysis, in which genomic DNA is digested, 
subjected to electrophoresis through an agarose gel, transferred 
to a membrane, and visualized by hybridization to specific probes 
[121].

Most recent analyses replace the tedious Southern blot 
method with techniques based on the PCR due to the increased 
amount of DNA produced by the PCR method. PCR products can 
be digested with restriction enzymes and visualized by simple 
staining with ethidium bromide [122]. 

RFLP method is one of the ways to provide useful markers for 
species identification [105,123-126]. Since specific polymorphic 
bands can be detected using selective restriction, RFLP is a 
powerful method for acquiring genome information easily. 
It has been widely applied for genetic relationship studies, 
pharmacokinetics species identification [106] and population 
study. Mabru et al. 2004 [106] reported the usefulness of RFLP 
markers as a tool to differentiate Tuber melanosporum (Perigord 
truffle) and other truffle species in cans.

PCR-RFLP allows the amplification of a conserved region of 
DNA sequence using PCR, and the detection of genetic variation 
between species by digestion of the amplified fragment with 
restriction enzymes [14]. This technique has been used for 
speciation by exploiting DNA sequence variation within the 
mitochondrial D-loop region [54] and cyt b gene [29]. 

Partis et al. 2000 [14] evaluated the potential for the cyt b 
PCR-RFLP method, as developed by Meyer et al. 1995 [29] to be 
used as a routine analytical tool for species identification in heat-
treated and fermented. All bovine species can be identified by 
convenient, sensitive and versatile PCR-RFLP assays [127]. The 
cyt b PCR-RFLP species identification assay was determined to 
be a suitable method for the identification of raw or cooked pure 
species [14]. Sheep and goat meats [28] were confirmed by PCR 
using the PCR-RFLP technique. The method is versatile as it can 
be used as a general screen for all vertebrate species [14]. The 
amplified target is also present in a high copy number in each 
cell, substantially increases the sensitivity of the PCR assay. The 
identification of species following restriction enzyme digestion 
was shown to be simple and straightforward by judicious choice 
of restriction enzymes.
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